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HIGH SPEED SECURITY / PATROL VESSEL
The design incorporates the technology and speed that is required for patrol and intervention activity,
effective rescue and fire fighting capability, as well as the routine task of carrying personnel to and from
various locations.
Ease of operation, maintenance, and fuel efficiency were all a design priority. The general arrangement
layout ensures cabin and main deck space availability for rescue operations. This arrangement can be easily
modified to accommodate any additional needs you suggest.
Optimal power, maintenance and fuel efficiency were a consideration in regard to prime movers. Three
options were investigated. The first option, the standard Jet-Drive twin setup, provides the required power
and speed but it renders the vessel too cumbersome during slow-speed maneuvering and station keeping,
and it is not fuel efficient. The second option, the twin drive propeller type setup, provides speed and
maneuvering capability, but it is lacking in fuel efficiency and ease of maintenance. The third option, the
quad (4-unit) setup with stern drives, proved to be the most satisfactory of the three in regard to fuel
efficiency, maneuvering and station keeping. In addition, the operator has the choice of shutting down two
(2) of the units when operating at slow speed or holding in place for quiet observation. An added plus is the
fact that these units are easily maintained and are backed by major manufacturers with representation world
wide.
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PICTURE OF VESSEL

VESSEL DESCRIPTION
The vessel is all aluminum construction at fifty-nine (59’) LOA; eighteen feet (18’) breath with a hull draft
at maximum loading of two feet four inches (2.25’), maximum loaded draft including drives is four feet (4’).
The design speed is 45 knots, with a fuel capacity of 1445 US gal., the range at full speed is 23 hours or
1035 NM employing the four (4) prime mover package at a total of 1500 HP developing 38,616 lbs of thrust
forward movement. The vessel has accommodations for 6 overnight with full galley and head as well as
desk space. The main cabin has seating for eight (8) passengers and ninety (90) sq. ft. of open deck area.
The vessel’s low center of gravity allows it to work in sea states up to 4 (6-7’ waves) and travel without
impedance in sea states up to 7 (14’ waves). The enclosed bridge, with aft upper deck, gives the operator a
full 360-degree view.
OPERATIONAL FEATURES
Fire Fighting
The vessel is equipped with three fire monitors (water cannons). Two (2) are manually operated with 2.5
inch nozzle at 750 GPH on the aft deck. The one (1) on the forward deck is remotely operated from the
bridge with a 6” nozzle at 4490 GPH. All three are supplied by a diesel driven pump.
Rescue
The rescue equipment consist of; 24 lifejackets, 6 throw rings, 2 reeves baskets, full medical kit, full trauma
kit, automated defibrillator, emergency oxygen unit, manual resuscitator, 4 FrisBuoy rescue throwing disk
with 80’ of line and a 1000 lb hydraulic deck crane mounted at the transom for lifting victims out of the
water to the main deck area.
Patrol & Intervention
The vessel is equipped with a day/night camera system that employs a 17” monitor for easy viewing. The
day vision camera has a 20 X zoom. The night vision has a range to 3340 ft., with clarity for small objects
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such as a man in the water or viewing larger objects such as boats at greater distances. The camera system
is mounted on top of the vessel with a remote pan operation of 217.5 degrees and tilt range of 90 degrees.
This camera, in conjunction with the forward water cannon, can be used as a non-lethal intervention tool. A
second camera is mounted in the aft area to allow the operator to view the aft deck as well as the rescue
platform for personnel movements and aft docking maneuvers. The main cabin has been designed with no
windows so that personnel onboard can use lighting without being seen at night by other vessels. The
generator is equipped with a “Hush” muffler to reduce noise when the vessel is the observation mode. The
officers’ quarters contains a weapons safe (water-and-fire proof) for storage of weapons and ammunitions.
Escort service for the Engineers
A permanently mounted fold-down gangway is supplied for safe movement from vessel to platforms. The
quarters area has a desk for their use. The deck crane can be utilized for loading/offloading maintenance
equipment to platforms thus reducing the possibility of personnel injuries. An additional option is available
that can aid engineers in bottom surveys and seabed mapping in both the mosaic and sub-bottom scanning.
This option can also help in the recovery of objects on the seabed floor. The literature for this option has
been included in the data section. Pricing will be supplied upon request.
Navigation and communications
The navigation equipment consists of a 17” monitor that displays inputs from the Furuno radar/GPS/depth
system with electronic chart overlay and plotting. A Simrad autopilot is also included.
For communications there is a SSB radio, a Hailer with 4 station Intercom system, and a IC-M602 VHF
with tracking. This tracking system allows the home base to monitor the vessel’s location (with the
installation, at the base station, of the same GPS and radio system) at any time with the push of a button on
the base station’s radio. It will show the location of the vessel on the GPS monitor without interaction from
the vessel personnel. This is particularly useful if the vessel is in a rescue or intervention operation and the
location needs to be known immediately.
The computer system for the vessel is housed in a sealed stainless steel internal cooling case. The hard
drive is “dock” mounted enabling the operator to change hard drives at any time with the spare HD
provided. A master program CD and docking attachment is provided to format the replacement HD in the
office. The computer is setup to take all the inputs from the Furuno Radar system and Day/Night camera.
A 200 GB USB-driven hard drive is supplied with the unit to record any events from the camera that could
be used for evidence. If the Sea Bed scanning option is chosen, the scanning head plugs right into the
computer system. All recorded data can be downloaded to the base station computer for review.
Maneuvering
The prime mover package (consisting of four (4) Cummins QUB5.9 Diesel engines that are built to EPA
Tier 2 and IMO Compliance coupled with four (4) Konrad 520 stern drives), provides high maneuvering
capabilities in close quarters. Multiple options are available for control of the vessel. All four (4) units will
be employed for speeds of over 15 knots. The two (2) outboard units can be used for speeds under 15 knots.
When maneuvering in shallow waters, the two outboard units can be shut down and raised with the vessel
running on the two inboard units. In this mode, the vessel drafts only three feet two inches (3’ 2”) in the
fully loaded condition. In docking and station keeping maneuvers, the four units can be used against each
other to “walk” the vessel to the intended location in any direction.
ARRANGEMENT DRAWINGS
Following are the General Arrangements of the vessel.
Any of the interior arrangements for personnel can be modified to Trinmar specifications prior to
construction of the vessel.
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Outboard Profile
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Inboard Profile
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Plan View – Upper Deck and Bridge
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Plan View – Main Deck
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Plan View – Machinery Deck and Quarters
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EQUIPMENT LIST
Engine Room

Hull Deck

4 ~ Cummins QSB5.9 Diesel Engines w/gear

6 ~ Bunks

4 ~ Konrad 520 Diesel Stern Drives

1 ~ Weapons Safe

1 ~ 25kW Cummins Diesel Gen-Set

1 ~ Desk & Chair

1 ~ 6000 GPH Fire Pump/Cummins Diesel

1 ~ Vac-u-flush Head, Shower, Sink, 40 gal WH

1 ~ 220 VAC Electric Distribution system

1 ~ Storage compartment with shelves
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Engine Room

Hull Deck

1 ~ Bilge Pump System

1 ~ Interior lights and outlet package

1 ~ Air Compressor 60 gal.

1 ~ Ethernet plug at desk (to ships computer)

1 ~ Fire system automatic CO2

3 ~ Closets with 4 drawer units

2 ~ Constant-volt charging system 12/24 VDC

2 ~ 6 lug water tight doors

1 ~ 4 ton AC unit for Hull & Main deck

4 ~ 2’ x 4’ carpet floor runners rubber backed

1 ~ Interior lights and outlet package

1 ~ VAC distribution panel with breakers

1 ~ Keel Cooled System

6 ~ 8D battries/box/3 way switch

1 ~ Intake & Exhaust blower system
Main Deck

Upper Deck & Bridge

1 ~ TECH – 1000 Hydraulic Crane

4 ~ 200,000 CP Spot: 50,000 CP Flood Remote

2 ~ 2.5 inch 750 GPH Fire Monitors

3 ~ Capt. Chairs pedestal mounted

1 ~ 6 inch 4490 GPH Fire Monitor w/remote

1 ~ Custom Electronics Console

1 ~ Shore Tie VAC w/ 25’ cord

1 ~ Computer system

2 ~ Storage Lockers

1 ~ 17” Color Monitor

1 ~ Refrigerator/Freezer 20.6 cu. Ft.

1 ~ FURUNO NAVnet 1943C Radar 64 mile

1 ~ Microwave

including; GPS & Depth Sounder

1 ~ Stove/Oven

1 ~ FURUNO 1503 SSB

1 ~ Galley Setup for 6 personnel

1 ~ FURUNO LH3000 Hailer & Intercom

1 ~ 40 gal water heater

1 ~ ICOM IC-M602 VHF with tracking

1 ~ Settee for 6

1 ~ RITCHIE 5” Compass

2 ~ Pedestal Chairs

1 ~ SIMRAD AP-35 Autopilot

8 ~ Mounted Passenger Chairs

1 ~ RED/BLUE Light Bar

24 ~ Adult Lifejackets

1 ~ Series 775 Day/Night Camera system

4 ~ Throw Rings

2 ~ Throw Rings

2 ~ FrisBuoy Rescue system

2 ~ FrisBuoy Rescue system

2 ~ Reeves Rescue Baskets

1 ~ 2 ton AC unit, roof mounted

1 ~ Emergency Medical kit

1 ~ Electronic/Hydraulic Steering system

1 ~ Emergency Trauma kit

1 ~ Electronic Throttle/Gear control system

1 ~ Automated Defibrillator kit

1 ~ Rudder position indicator system

1 ~ Emergency Manual Resuscitator

1 ~ Interior lights and outlet package

1 ~ Emergency Oxygen Unit

1 ~ Exterior lights package

1 ~ Interior lights and outlet package

1 ~ UPS /12 VDC Battery backup system

1 ~ Exterior lights package

1 ~ Inflatable 6 man life raft

1 ~ Anchor/Chain/Rope

1~ EPIRB
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Main Deck

Upper Deck & Bridge

1 ~ Windless & Anchor cradle

1 ~ Twin Air Horns

1 ~ VAC distribution panel with breakers

1 ~ VAC distribution panel with breakers

Painting & Markings
Hull & Superstructure above waterline:

EMRON system

Hull below waterline:

High impact system

Deck Coatings:

Interior/deck coat sys: Exterior/non-skid

Color & Markings:

To Trinmar directions/layout & color choice.

ADDENDUMS & PRICING
Vessel Construction
The vessel will be constructed in accordance with USCG CFR 33, USCG CFR 170 – 174, Lloyds Register
Rules, and IMO regulations for work vessels less then 65’ in length.
Materials are all Marine grade Aluminum with structural materials being 6061-T6. All welding will be in
compliance to the specified standards and NDT (x-ray) testing will be employed at critical points.
Electric systems will be marine grade wire and breakers housed in waterproof units.
Vessel Documentation of construction and manuals
A complete CMMS will be provided at delivery of vessel.
Stability Book with Incline record
Operations Manual for vessel including all manufacturers’ manuals
Construction NDT records
Sea trials
Sea trials will be held at TBD, USA with critical manufacturers’ representatives and EMCsq personnel in
attendance.
Delivery
FOB TBD, USA
Delivery to TBD options: by water or by ship, price quote upon request.
Vessel Crew Operations Training
Arrangements will be made and price quoted upon request.
Options: in TBD, USA or TBD
Vessel Documentation & Export / Import & Sales Taxes
TBD Marine will supply builders Certificate
EMCsq will supply Lloyds or ABS tonnage certificate
If vessel to be classed by Lloyds, all fees to be paid by buyer
Export / Import & Sales Taxes & Fees to be paid by buyer
Any and all buyers country documentation to be by buyer
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Ordering & Contract;
EMCsq will execute contract upon acceptance of proposal by buyer.
Contract to detail construction, equipment, delivery time, and payment method.
A 20% deposit is required with contract.
This proposal will be made a part of the contract.
Vessel Price FOB TBD, USA:

USD$0,000,000.00

Proposal Expiration in 30 days of date mailed or emailed.
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OPTIONAL SEABED SCANNING SYSTEM
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